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n Gold edged up after touching a fresh two-week low early on Thursday on
cautious optimism that British voters would opt to stay in the European Union.
A vote to leave the 28-member bloc could tip Europe back into recession,
putting more pressure on the global economy and increasing the appeal of
bullion as a counter-cyclical asset.

n Polling will take place today, with the results expected early on Friday. Spot
gold was up 0.3 percent at $1,269.60 an ounce. Bullion touched a low of
$1,260.36 earlier in the session, its worst since June 9. U.S gold was up 0.2
percent at $1,272.

n In the near term, gold appears heavily focused on the United Kingdom
referendum vote and will likely move according to the results. Once the effects
of the referendum results pass, economists would expect that gold will eventually
focus back on other price drivers and fundamentals. There is a good argument
that in the near term gold may be overbought.

n The poll verdict aside, the medium- to long-term view for the yellow metal,
which has risen about 20 percent this year, is still bullish and $1,250 to $1,315
an ounce is likely to be the range in the immediate future, said Mark To, head
of research at Hong Kong's Wing Fung Financial Group.

n The major factor affecting gold (in the long term) is not a single risk event like
Brexit. gold prices could drop down to $1,230 an ounce if Britain chooses to
continue being a part of the European Union.

n Ahead of the UK vote, gold investors sought to protect themselves by increasing
their options positions on Wednesday. Implied volatility, a measure of options
activity, in Comex July gold calls and puts with strike prices that are as much
as $50 higher or lower than current prices soared to record highs in yesterday�s
trading session.

Gold prices moved lower on Wednesday one day

before the historic U.K. referendum vote.  The market

is priced for a remain vote and a surprise leave vote

would likely generate a robust rally in gold. After closing

through support near the 10-day moving average which

is now seen as resistance at 1,280, prices are poised

to test target support near the 100-day moving average

at 1,243. Momentum on the yellow metal is poised to

turn negative as the trajectory of the MACD (moving

average convergence divergence) index is negative

moving toward a sell signal.  This occurs as the spread

(the 12-day moving average minus the 26-day moving

average) crosses below the 9-day moving average of

the spread.  The index moved from positive to negative

territory which will confirm the sell signal.  The RSI

(relative strength index) moved lower with price action,

reflecting accelerating negative momentum.

n Gold prices slid yesterday for the fourth session

in a row

n Holdings in the SPDR Gold Trust, the world's

largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, rose

0.39 percent to 915.90

n The precious metal has rallied in recent weeks

on fears Britain may leave the EU

n Opinion polls have suggested a stronger

likelihood the country will vote to remain in

the bloc

n Ms. Yellen reiterated that the Fed plans to

raise interest rates gradually this year
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n Oil prices were up slightly today in Asian and european session, shrugging off
a smaller-than-expected decline in U.S. stockpiles, as the market nervously
awaited the result of Britain's "Brexit" vote

n Trading has been choppy in the run up to Thursday's vote on whether Britain
leaves or stays in the European Union (EU), although markets appear to have
largely priced in a "Remain" vote.

n U.S oil was up 1 cent to $49.14 a barrel, after slipping lower earlier. Both
contracts were up for most of the day in Asian trading. Once the Brexit vote
is out of the way the oil market is likely to switch its focus to fundamentals,
turning its attention to more potential supply disruptions that have sent prices
higher this year.

n The worsening crisis in Venezuela, the country with the highest oil reserves,
may be the next source of supply concern, said Tony Nunan, oil risk manager
at Mitsubishi Corp in Tokyo.

n There is a cloud hanging over the market from the Brexit vote, which is keeping
prices down a bit. U.S. crude inventories fell less than expected last week,
while product inventories were up slightly, the U.S. Energy Information
Administration said on Wednesday.

n Crude inventories dropped 917,000 barrels in the week ended June 17,
compared with expectations for a decrease of 1.7 million barrels. It was the
fifth consecutive week of drawdowns for crude inventories. The pound rose to
a six-month high against the dollar today.

n Many analysts have said that if U.K chooses to leave today, it would spur
economic headwinds for the region and send the greenback soaring. An
appreciating dollar negatively affects traders who conduct oil business in foreign
currencies.

Crude oil prices moved lower on Wednesday following

a report from the Department of Energy that showed

a smaller than expected draw in crude oil inventories.

 Prices slipped below support near the 10-day moving

average at 48.80.  Additional support is seen near the

June lows at 45.93.  Resistance is seen near the June

highs at 51.65. U.S. commercial crude oil inventories

decreased by 0.9 million barrels from the previous

week. Expectations were for a 1.5-million-barrel decline.

Gasoline inventories increased by 0.6 million barrels

last week, and well above the upper limit of the average

range. Distillate fuel inventories increased by 0.2 million

barrels last week.Demand remains robust especially

for gasoline and jet fuel.  According to the EIA, total

products demand over the last four-week period

averaged over 20.2 million barrels per day, up by 2.1%

from the same period last year.

n Crude oil prices rose as voters went to the polls

in a landmark British referendum

n Market sentiment has improved as support for

the U.K. to stay in the bloc has gained traction,

stoking oil prices higher

n Crude futures  traded at $49.37 a barrel, up

25 cents, or 0.5%

n Results from different constituencies will trickle

in after midnight local time

n If U.K chooses to leave, it would spur economic

headwinds for the region and send the greenback

soaring
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n Silver was down 0.5 percent at $17.21 an ounce as growing expectations that
Britain will vote to remain in the European Union calmed risk aversion and lent
a steadier tone to stocks.

n The metal fell on Tuesday after two opinion polls suggested it was increasingly
likely that voters would opt on Thursday to stay in the EU. Fears of a Leave
vote had sent gold to a near two-year high last week.

n Brexit is still the biggest threat. Markets are already celebrating premature
victory and that is a major concern for the market players. A Remain vote is
highly priced into gold now. The Leave vote is the one we have to watch out
for, because that is not priced in.

n Stocks rose while traditional safe-haven assets like bonds fell on Wednesday
on cautious anticipation of a Remain vote. A vote to leave the 28-member bloc
could tip Europe back into recession, putting more pressure on the global
economy and increasing the appeal of bullion as a counter-cyclical asset.

n The Federal Reserve's ability to raise interest rates this year may hinge on a
rebound in hiring that would convince policymakers the U.S. economy is not
faltering, its head Janet Yellen told lawmakers on Tuesday. The dollar clung
onto modest gains yesterday.

n Precious metals are among this year�s top performing commodities with the
iShares Silver Trust (SLV) and ETFS Physical Silver Shares (SIVR) being
leaders of that charge. As a result, holdings of the white metal at silver ETFs
are swelling.

n The financial world wants a �Bremain� result not a �Brexit� and is discounting
it to some extent. This means that a �Brexit� result will cause tremendous turmoil
in global markets while a �Bremain� result may provoke a wobble but not turmoil.
The polls show the vote still, as too close to call.

Silver markets fell initially during the course of the day

on Wednesday, but found the area above the $17 level

to be supportive enough to turn things back around to

form a hammer. The hammer of course is very bullish,

and as a result it makes sense that we should continue

to go higher and reach towards the $18 level which

has been massively resistive. If we can break above

the $18 level, we then can look at this as more or less

a �buy-and-hold� type of situation in a market that has

shown so much bullishness. The break in silver below

the lower parallel opens the path up for a move towards

and below the 6/16 swing low at 17.13. The expectation

is that silver will take out support, leading to another

leg lower off last week�s peak before potentially finding

good short-term support in the 16.70/16.90 region.

Sustained trade above the recent swing high at 17.62

wil l  complicate the case for lower prices.

n Silver fell yesterday as the dollar and Asian stocks

remained steady on increasing indications that

Britain would vote to remain in EU

n A vote on June 23 by Britain to leave the 28-

member EU could tip Europe back into recession

n The Fed's ability to raise interest rates this year

hinge on a rebound in hiring that would convince

policymakers

n The dollar clung onto modest gains in

yesterday�s trading session

n Nervous investors counted down to Britain's

make-or-break EU referendum
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